
We have specialist solicitors for 
each area of law in which you might 
require assistance including:

• Car Accident Injury Claims

• Commercial Litigation

• Criminal Law

• Employment Law (Unfair Dismissal & 
Underpayment Claims)

• Equal Opportunity / Discrimination Claims

• Estate Disputes & Inheritance Claims

• Family Law

• Migration Law

• Personal Injury / Public Liability Claims

• Probate & Letters of Administration

• Traffic Charges

• Victims of Crime Claims

• Wills / Powers of Attorney & Advance Care 
Directives

• Workers Compensation  

MINOR CIVIL CLAIMS

Respect
We work for you and acknowledge that as our 
client you deserve our attention and respect at 
all times.

Quality Service
We listen to your needs and ensure that you are 
fully informed and properly advised at all key 
stages.

Professionalism
We have the experience, competence and skill 
necessary to provide the legal service you need.

Knowledge
Through continuous and ongoing research and 
training we are up to date on all aspects of our 
areas of speciality.  

Honesty & Integrity
At all times we will be open and honest and 
follow through on our commitments to you.

Best Outcomes
We work hard to achieve the best outcome for 
you in the circumstances of your case.

Established in South Australia, our professional, friendly 
and supportive team is committed to providing you with the 
highest standards of service.

Our goal is to relieve the stress of your situation by providing 
sound advice and professional legal assistance.

To this end our Service Charter is based on six fundamental 
principles: 

We look after our clients and build a 
relationship of trust so that they are confident 
to come back whenever they need a lawyer.

ABN 89 836 360 773

work for you.

ADELAIDE:
253 - 257 Sturt Street, Adelaide SA 5000

Telephone (08) 8231 1363  Facsimile (08)  8231 5529
NORTH EAST:

1261 North East Road, Ridgehaven SA 5097
Telephone (08) 8395 8000  Facsimile (08) 8395 8222
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www.websterslawyers.com.au
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What is a Minor Civil Claim?
Minor Civil Claims, also commonly known as “Small 
Claims” are monetary claims for $25,000 or less.

These claims can only be made in the Magistrates 
Court and go through a relatively simple and 
informal process. 

Cases that may fall within a Minor Civil Claim are:

• Neighbourhood disputes (such as trespass, 
nuisance, noise and air pollution, animals);

• Fencing disputes (including access to property, 
and boundaries)

• Monetary claims (such as debt recovery for 
monies owed)

• Enforcement of a contract

• Community and strata title issues

This is not a complete list and we encourage you to 
seek further information from a lawyer about your 
rights if you think you may have a Minor Civil Claim.

How is a claim commenced?
Minor Civil Claims can be issued by or against an 
individual, company or business.  

There are time limits to lodge a Minor Civil Claim in 
the Magistrates Court.

Generally the process will involve:

• Providing notice to the other party by issuing a 
letter with an intention to file a claim or using a 
Final Notice of Claim form;

• Attempting mediation if both parties are willing 
to negotiate an agreement without proceeding 
to Court;

• If one or both parties do not agree to mediation, or 
mediation fails, a claim can be commenced immediately 
by lodging a Minor Civil Action claim form at the 
Magistrates Court Registry;

• If the other party wishes to defend the claim, they will 
have up to 21 days to respond by filing a defence to the 
claim;

• The Defendant is able to issue a Counter-claim with 
their Defence if they believe they are also entitled to a 
monetary claim against the Plaintiff;

• Once a Defence has been filed, the Court will issue a 
court date to attend a Directions Hearing usually within 
3 weeks;

• If no Defence is filed, the Plaintiff is able to file a request 
to the Registrar to have a judgment entered in the 
Plaintiff’s favour.

What happens in court?
• A Directions Hearing will be heard by either a 

Magistrate or a Registrar to hear the issue, consider 
each party’s position, and assist them towards a 
resolution;

• If no agreement can be reached, the Magistrate or 
Registrar will list the case for trial;

• The trial will usually be held a few months after the 
Directions Hearing, which will provide sufficient time 
for both parties to prepare their case to present to 
Court;
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• When preparing for trial, 
each party should compile all 
relevant documents such as 
invoices, letters or emails, and 
medical information as evidence 
supporting their case;

• Both parties can arrange for 
discovery of documents, where 
they provide each other with a 
list of documents they intend to 
use at trial; 

• Witnesses can also be arranged to give testimony 
or evidence during trial;

• During the trial, the Magistrate may direct the 
parties on the appropriate court procedure.

A trial of a Minor Civil Claim is different from other 
types of cases because instead of being a contest 
between the parties it is intended to be an inquiry by the 
Magistrate into the dispute.  For that reason the Court 
isn’t bound by the rules of evidence and the Magistrate 
can call and question witnesses.

Legal representation
You are able to seek advice at any stage of a Minor Civil 
Action proceeding.  Prior to any trial, a lawyer can assist 
with the initial stages such as writing a letter of demand 
and preparing the relevant court forms to lodge or 
defend the claim.

In a Minor Civil Claim, the Court will only allow legal 
representation during a trial in certain exceptional 
circumstances, namely:

• When all parties to an action agree for one or both 
parties to engage a lawyer to represent them on 
their behalf; or

• If the Court considers that a party will be unfairly 
disadvantaged without legal representation.

Following the trial, your lawyer can also take the necessary 
steps to have your judgment enforced or if you are unhappy 
with the outcome of your proceedings, to appeal to the 
District Court for review of the Magistrates Court decision.

In Minor Civil Actions, legal fees incurred by the successful 
party will usually not be recoverable from the unsuccessful 
party.  Nevertheless, since such claims can include sums of 
up to $25,000 for many it is still well worth being assisted by 
a lawyer.  

Websters Lawyers can provide a cost-effective service to 
help you through the process of a Minor Civil Claim whether 
you are the party making the claim or if a claim has been 
made against you.
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